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Abstract. Temporal moments of solute transport through porous media are calculated to analyze the time
average spatial distribution of solute plume. Simulation of spatially and temporally distributed breakthrough
curves (BTCs) is computationally rigorous and lacking the explanation about overall plume evolution within
porous media. However, temporal moment provides an attractive and simple solution to study the plume
behavior. In this study, temporal moments are presented to interpret solute plume behavior in heterogeneous
porous media such as hydraulically coupled stratiﬁed porous media with different time-dependent dispersion
models. Governing equations of solute transport have been solved numerically using Crank-Nicolson scheme,
and further solute concentration data has been utilized to calculate moments of solute concentration using
numerical integration. The effect of various parameters such as mass-transfer coefﬁcient, pore-water velocity,
time-dependent dispersion coefﬁcients, and porosity of mobile region on the transport of solute has been studied
through sensitivity analyses. Temporal moment analysis revealed that the mass recovery, mean residence time,
and variance are sensitive to the estimated parameters. Numerical results suggested that the asymptotic timedependent dispersion function with mobile–immobile model represents the plume spreading through heterogeneous porous media in a more realistic manner.
Keywords. Moment analysis of solute concentration; heterogeneous porous media; mobile–immobile model;
mass-transfer coefﬁcient; time-dependent dispersion.

1. Introduction
Solute transport in heterogeneous aquifers is a topic of great
interest in subsurface hydrology since past few decades
[1, 2]. Transport processes which govern the solute transport behavior within heterogeneous porous media are
advection, dispersion, diffusion, sorption, and degradation
[3–5]. Among these processes, dispersion plays an important role in deciding the dilution and mixing of solute in
heterogeneous porous media [6–8]. Modelling solute
transport through heterogeneous porous media is a complex
process. Numerical simulation of solute breakthrough curve
at one particular location cannot explain the overall plume
evolution within porous media [4, 9–11]. On the other
hand, moment analysis of solute concentrations is known as
a potent tool to interpret solute behavior in heterogeneous
porous media and therefore, widely used [4, 12]. Moment
analysis has been used as an inverse modelling tool for
estimating the solute transport parameters viz., effective
solute velocity, effective dispersivity, and macro dispersion
coefﬁcient [10, 12, 13]. Temporal moments of solute
*For correspondence

concentrations are physically meaningful descriptors of
solute breakthrough curves and have been used in several
studies to elucidate the inﬂuence of transport parameters on
solute transport and mixing mechanisms in porous media
[9, 14, 15]. These moments provide a better description of
the scale-dependency of lumped parameters used in governing equation of solute transport [16]. The zeroth temporal moment represents the mass of solute recovered at
sampling point, ﬁrst temporal moment describes the average residence time at a particular location, and second
moment describes the degree of spreading about mean
[17, 18]. Valocchi [19] used moment analysis for comparing simulation capabilities of different solute transport
models and stated that temporal moments are very useful in
analyzing sorbing solutes in one-dimensional system such
as laboratory-scale columns. Several researchers performed
a sensitivity analysis of various transport parameters using
temporal moments to study plume evolution within porous
media [9, 11, 20]. Renu and Kumar [14, 21] applied temporal moment analysis to investigate the inﬂuence of
transport parameters (fracture aperture thickness, diffusion
coefﬁcient, fracture-skin porosity) on solute behavior in a
fracture skin-matrix system. Sharma et al [9] analyzed
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transport characteristics using temporal moments in the
fracture system. Suresh Kumar [16] concluded that the
temporal moment analysis would give a better description
of concentration distribution in the fracture system, having
extended tailing portion in the BTC. However, time-dependent dispersion function has been considered in a few
studies to understand the solute transport behavior in
heterogeneous porous media [22–27]. Most of these studies
focused on analytical and numerical results related to
hypothetical problems. In these studies, observed experimental data had not considered in simulating solute transport through heterogeneous porous media. In several
studies stated above, simulation capabilities of solute
transport models have been identiﬁed only using breakthrough curve analysis.
In this study, the objective of temporal moment analysis
is to determine lower-order time moments of solute concentration, therefore yielding signiﬁcant physical insight of
time-dependent dispersion function in the solute transport
model. Firstly, effect of different variants of advectiondispersion model and mobile–immobile model on temporal
moments of solute concentrations is studied. Then, solute
velocity and macrodispersion coefﬁcient are calculated
using normalized temporal moments for various solute
transport models. Further, we discuss the effect of masstransfer coefﬁcient, time-dependent dispersion coefﬁcients,
porewater velocity, and porosity of mobile region on solute
transport in heterogeneous porous media using temporal
moment analysis.

volumetric water contents of the mobile and immobile
regions respectively; vm ¼ mobile pore water velocity (L/T);
vm hm is equal to q(ﬂow rate (L/T)); x is the ﬁrst order mass
transfer coefﬁcient (/T); f and ð1  f Þ represent the fractions
of sorption sites that equilibrate instantly with the mobile and
immobile regions, respectively; llm and llim are the ﬁrstorder decay coefﬁcients for degradation of solutes in the
mobile and immobile solution phases respectively; lsm and
lsim are the ﬁrst-order decay coefﬁcients for degradation of
solutes in the mobile and immobile region adsorbed solid
phases respectively; Kdm ¼ distribution coefﬁcient of linear
sorption process (L3/M) in the mobile region; Kdim ¼ distribution coefﬁcient of linear sorption process (L3/M) in the
immobile region; qb ¼ bulk density of the porous medium
(M/L3).
In this study, a linear and asymptotic form of time-dependent dispersion is considered with mobile–immobile
model (MIM) to compute the breakthrough curves (BTCs)
at various down-gradient location ﬁrstly as done in the
published work by Guleria et al [30]. Further, moments of
solute concentration are calculated to interpret the solute
behavior. We deﬁne following abbreviations to represent
our results: MIML is the mobile–immobile model with a
linear time-dependent dispersion parameter. MIMA is the
mobile–immobile model with asymptotic time-dependent
dispersion parameter [30].
Linear time-dependent dispersion function:
DðtÞ ¼ D0

t
þ Dm
KL

ð3aÞ

Asymptotic time-dependent dispersion function:

2. Governing equations
DðtÞ ¼ D0
The mobile–immobile (MIM) model developed on the basis
of two-region model, is used in this study [28, 29]. Advection,
hydrodynamic dispersion in the mobile region, and ﬁrstorder lumped mass transfer between mobile and immobile
regions is considered for immobile region as done in the
study by Guleria et al [30]. First-order decay on speciﬁc sites
is considered for both the regions of porous media. Assuming
linear sorption isotherm for the sake of simplicity, following
governing equations can be written as:
oCm
o2 C m
oCm
¼ hm DðtÞ
 v m hm
ot
ox2
ox
xðCm  Cim Þ  ðhm llm þ f qb Kdm lsm ÞCm

ð1Þ

oCim
ðhim þ ð1  f Þqb Kdim Þ
¼ xðCm  Cim Þ
ot
ðhim llim þ ð1  f Þqb Kdim lsim ÞCim

ð2Þ

ðhm þ f qb Kdm Þ

t
þ Dm
t þ KA

ð3bÞ

Where D0 = maximum dispersion coefﬁcient (L2/T) for
asymptotic time-dependent dispersion function and uniform
dispersion coefﬁcient for linear time-dependent dispersion
function respectively; Dm = effective diffusion coefﬁcient
(L2/T); t ¼ time (T); KA (T) is the asymptotic time-dependent dispersion coefﬁcient which is equivalent to mean
travel time; KL (T)is the linear time-dependent dispersion
coefﬁcient.

2.1 Initial condition
The initial condition assumes that the porous medium is not
contaminated and is given as follows:

where Cm and Cim are the solute concentrations in the mobile
and immobile regions (M/L3) at any time t respectively; x =
spatial coordinate (L) taken in the direction of the ﬂuid ﬂow;
DðtÞ represent time-dependent hydrodynamic dispersion
coefﬁcient along the ﬂow velocity (L2/T); hm and him are

Cm ðx; 0Þ ¼ Cim ðx; 0Þ ¼ 0

ð4Þ

2.2 Boundary conditions
Dirichlet type boundary condition at inlet – Continuous
source concentration
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ð5aÞ

Rim ¼ ðhim þ ð1  f Þqb Kdim Þ

ð9bÞ

Dirichlet type boundary condition at inlet – Pulse type
source concentration

C0 ; 0\t  tp
Cm ð0; tÞ ¼
ð5bÞ
0;
t [ tp

A1 ¼ ðhm llm þ f qb Kdm lsm Þ


A2 ¼ him llim þð1f Þqb Kdim lsim

ð9cÞ

Neumann type boundary condition at the outlet


oCm ðx; tÞ
¼0
ox
ðx¼L;tÞ

ð6Þ

Where C0 ¼ injected concentration (M/L3) of solute
source at the inlet of the porous medium. Dirichlet type
(eq. (5)) boundary condition is considered at inlet. However, Neumann type (eq. (6)) boundary condition is
assumed at outlet which preserves concentration continuity
for a semi-inﬁnite system.

3. Numerical solution and moment analysis

ð9dÞ

where, Dt ¼ time step; Dx ¼ grid size; t denotes the known
time and ðt þ 1Þ denotes the unknown time level.

 tþ1

 tþ1
tþ1
tþ1
A7 Cmi
 A3 Dðtþ1Þ Cmiþ1
 A3 Dðtþ1Þ þ A4 Cmi1
 A5 Cimi



 t
t
t
t
¼ A10 Cmi þ A3 DðtÞ Cmiþ1 þ A3 DðtÞ þ A4 Cmi1 þ A5 Cimi

ð10Þ
tþ1
tþ1
t
t
A8 Cimi
 A9 Cmi
¼ A11 Cimi
þ A9 Cmi

ð11Þ

Where coefﬁcients are deﬁned below:




hm
Dt
vm hm Dt
A3 ¼ 2
; A4 ¼
Dx 2Rm
Dx 2Rm
xDt
A1 Dt
; A6 ¼
2Rm
2Rm


A7 ¼ 1 þ 2A3 Dðtþ1Þ þ A4 þ A5 þ A6
A5 ¼

In the present model, solute transport through saturated
porous media is described by coupled partial differential
equations in 1-D domain. A ﬁnite-difference numerical
method utilizing the Crank-Nicolson technique has been
employed to obtain the solution of the mobile–immobile
(MIM) transport equation with arbitrary time-dependent
dispersion. Details of the spatial discretization adopted are
shown in the previous work carried out by Guleria et al
[30]. Discretized form of solute transport equations in the
mobile–immobile domain is presented below:
 tþ1

 tþ1
tþ1
tþ1 
t
hm Dðtþ1Þ Cmiþ1
 2Cmi
þ Cmi1
Cmi  Cmi
¼
Rm
Dt
2
Dx2


t
t
hm DðtÞ Cmiþ1  2Cmi
þ Cmi1
þ
2 
Dx2
tþ1
tþ1 
hm vm Cmi  Cmi1

2 
Dx

t
t
hm vm Cmi
 Cmi1

2
Dx
 x t

x  tþ1
tþ1
t
Cmi  Cimi
Cmi  Cimi


2
2
A1 tþ1 A1 t
 Cmi  Cmi
2
2
ð7Þ
 tþ1

t
 x t

Cimi  Cimi
x  tþ1
tþ1
t
þ
C  Cimi
C  Cimi
¼
Rim
2 mi
2 mi
Dt
A2 tþ1 A2 t
 Cimi
 Cimi
2
2
ð8Þ
where



 



xDt
A2 Dt
xDt
þ
; A9 ¼
2Rim
2Rim
2Rim


¼ 1  2A3 D
A5  A6 ; A11
ðt Þ 
A4  
xDt
A2 Dt
¼1

2Rim
2Rim

A8 ¼ 1 þ
A10

DðtÞ is the time-dependent dispersion coefﬁcient which is
updated after each time step in the numerical simulation.
Steps involved in the solution algorithm are described below.
tþ1
1. The value of Cimi
obtained from equation (11) has been
substituted in equation (10) so that the resulting expression
 tþ1 
concentration for the
contains mobile region Cmi
unknown time level and mobile and immobile region
concentrations for the known time level. The obtained
equation is then solved using the tridiagonal matrix
tþ1
algorithm (Thomas algorithm) to get Cmi
for all the nodes.
tþ1
2. The computed value of Cmi is then substituted in equation
(11) to get the values of immobile region concentration for
tþ1
unknown time level Cimi
at all the nodes.
3. Finally, updating of Cmi , Cimi , and DðtÞ has been done
before going to next time level.
4. Steps 1-3 are repeated for the next time level and
simulation ends when total simulation time is reached.

3.1 Calculation of temporal moments
Rm ¼ ðhm þ f qb Kdm Þ

ð9aÞ

Temporal moment of solute concentration represents the
time-averaged solute behavior within porous media [17].
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The nth order absolute temporal moment of a breakthrough
curve (BTC) at a location x, is deﬁned as:
ZT
Mn ¼

tn Cðx; tÞdt

ð12Þ

0

where for n ¼ 0, 1, 2, obtained moments M0 , M1 , and M2
represents zeroth, ﬁrst, and second absolute temporal
moments respectively and T is the total resident time. nth
order normalized temporal moment is given by following
equations:
RT n
t Cðx; tÞdt
Mn
ln ¼
¼ R0 T
M0
0 C ðx; t Þdt

ð13Þ

T1 ð xÞ ¼ l1

ð14Þ

T 2 ð x Þ ¼ l 2  ð l1 Þ 2

ð15Þ

where l1 , and l2 are the normalized ﬁrst, and second temporal
moments respectively. T1 ð xÞ and T2 ð xÞ are the ﬁrst temporal
moment and second temporal moments, respectively.
Normalization in Equation (13) is done to determine
transport properties and distribution behavior of solute
within porous media. Moments describe the central tendency of probability distributions. Of n possible moments,
the ﬁrst four are frequently used to describe the central
tendency of distribution [17]. These ﬁrst four moments
correspond to the total mass density, arithmetic mean,
variance, and skewness of the distribution. Once the probability distributions are established, then the statistical
properties of moments may be applied to study solute
transport simply by replacing X with a time variable and
Pð X Þ with relative concentration [17]. In principle, the
relative concentration C equals the probability density f
and is deﬁned as the ratio between concentrations measured
in efﬂuent at a given time and the cumulative concentration
recovered in efﬂuent during a leaching experiment [17].
First temporal moment ðT1 ð xÞÞ is the descriptor of mean
residence time, which is average time spend by solute
molecules inside the porous media. Second central temporal moment ðT2 ð xÞÞ represents the variance of the BTC,
which provides a measure of solute spreading [11, 17, 30].
Solute velocity and macro-dispersion coefﬁcient can be
obtained using computed ﬁrst and second normalized
temporal moments of solute concentrations, as explained in
the following expressions [14, 17, 20, 21]:
V ð xÞ ¼
Dmacro ð xÞ ¼

dx
d fT 1 ð x Þ g

ð16Þ

1 V 3 d f T2 ð x Þ g
2
dx

ð17Þ

where V ð xÞ and Dmacro ð xÞ represent the solute velocity and
macro-dispersion coefﬁcient respectively in the porous

media corresponding to a particular location (x) in the
longitudinal direction.
Equations of normalized temporal moments (Eqs. (14)
and (15)) are valid for concentration pulse source
[9, 17, 21]. A ﬁrst derivative of the concentration in the
porous media is used to obtain the equivalent pulse of
constant continuous source used at the inlet in order to use
Eqs. (12) to (15) [9, 17, 21].

4. Validation of the numerical model
There is no analytical solution available for mobile–immobile model with time-dependent dispersion. Therefore,
numerical solution was validated for simpler case by scaling down mobile–immobile model to advection-dispersion
model. Firstly, presented numerical solution was validated
with the analytical solution of 1-D advection-dispersion
equation with time-dependent dispersion developed by
Basha and El-Habel [27]. The detailed description of initial
condition, boundary conditions and input parameters is
presented in the study by Guleria et al [30]. By keeping the
value of mass-transfer coefﬁcient ðxÞ = 0 and porosity of
immobile region = 0, MIMA model transformed to
advection-dispersion equation with asymptotic time-dependent dispersion. For validation, following input parameters are used: L= 100 m, saturated porosity ðhÞ =0.35,
mass-transfer coefﬁcient (x) = 0, pore-water velocity (vm )
= 0.25 m/day, retardation factor (R) = 1, total time = 200
days, bulk density (qb ) = 2.11 gm/cm3, maximum dispersion coefﬁcient (D0 ) = 1 m2/day, asymptotic time-dependent dispersion coefﬁcient (KA ) = 50 days, effective
molecular diffusion coefﬁcient (Dm ) = 0 m2/day, ﬁrst order
decay constant =0 day-1. The grid size and time step are
taken by keeping Peclet number, Pe\2 and Courant
number, Cr\1 [31].
It is observed that the numerical solutions show good
agreement with results obtained from Basha and El-Habel
[27] as presented in ﬁgure 1. In the second validation case,
numerical solution was validated with the analytical solution
of convection-dispersion model developed by Barry and
Sposito [25]. Continuous source boundary condition is
assumed at the position x ¼ 0. In this case, MIMA model
transformed to advection-dispersion equation with constant
dispersion by neglecting the value of mass-transfer coefﬁcient (x), saturated porosity of immobile region, and
asymptotic time-dependent dispersion coefﬁcient (KA ). Input
parameters used in validation are as follows: L = 5 cm, porewater velocity (vm ) = 1 cm/day, retardation factor (R) = 1,
total time = 2.5 days, maximum dispersion coefﬁcient (D0 ) =
0.05 cm2/day, effective molecular diffusion coefﬁcient (Dm )
= 0 m2/day, and ﬁrst-orderr decay constant = 0 day-1.
Numerical solution matches well with the analytical
solution obtained by Barry and Sposito [25] as presented by
spatial variation of C=C0 at T ¼ 2:5 days (ﬁgure 2).

Relative Concentration (C/C0)
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considered at inlet. Maximum simulation time (t) = 10080
minute, pulse duration (tp) = 2880 minute, L = 400 cm, q ¼
0.04 cm/min, hm = 0.33, him = 0.42, mobile-water fraction (f )
= 0.44, vm = 0.121 cm/min have been used for simulation
[30]. Estimated values of parameters for MIMC, MIML and
MIMA are presented in table 1.
Simulation of BTC of chloride transport using MIMC,
MIML, and MIMA model for 400 cm down-gradient distance is shown in ﬁgure 3. Log-log plot has been used to
represent low-concentration data and to show the simulation capabilities of different dispersion models. After simulating BTC at down-gradient location, comparison of
models and sensitivity analysis has been carried out as
shown in the below sections.
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Figure 1. Concentration proﬁle for non-reactive solute at time, T
= 200 days.
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Figure 2. Spatial concentration proﬁle for non-reactive solute at
time, T = 2.5 days.

5. Results and discussions
Simulation of observed experimental BTCs using various
transport models is a prerequisite for comparison of models
using temporal moments. Firstly, constant (MIMC) and
time-dependent dispersion models (MIML and MIMA) are
used to simulate observed experimental BTCs of chloride
transport in stratiﬁed porous media. BTC data of chloride
obtained at 400 cm down-gradient distance is taken from
Swami et al [32], and also, simulation of BTC is presented
in study by Guleria et al [30]. There are two parameters
(x; D0 ) in mobile–immobile model with constant dispersion (MIMC) and three parameters (x; D0 ; KA orKL Þ in the
linear time-dependent dispersion model (MIML) and
asymptotic time-dependent dispersion model (MIMA)
which need to be estimated using inverse procedure at 400
cm down-gradient distance. MIMC, MIML, and MIMA
have similar hm and vm . Pulse type boundary condition is

5.1 Effect of conceptual model on temporal
moments of solute concentration
In order to analyze the simulation capabilities of different
solute transport models, temporal moment analysis of
solute concentrations was conducted. Five different solute
transport models were considered. These are: (1) advectiondispersion model with linear time-dependent dispersion
(ADEL), (2) advection-dispersion model with asymptotic
time-dependent dispersion (ADEA), (3) mobile–immobile
model with constant dispersion (MIMC), (4) mobile–immobile model with linear time-dependent dispersion
(MIML), and (5) mobile–immobile model with asymptotic
time-dependent dispersion (MIMA). In this section, domain
length is exaggerated from 400 cm to 3000 cm to investigate the effect of conceptual model on solute transport at
larger scale (i.e., 30 m). Pulse type source boundary condition is considered at inlet. Maximum simulation time (t) =
10080 minute, pulse duration (tp) = 2880 minute, L = 3000
cm, q ¼ 0.04 cm/min, hm = 0.33, him = 0.42, mobile-water
fraction (f ) = 0.44, vm = 0.121 cm/min have been used for
simulation. Transport parameters of dispersion model used
in the analysis are shown in table 1. For ADEL and ADEA
models, the value of mass-transfer coefﬁcient (x) and
porosity of immobile region (him ) are kept zero, while other
parameters are kept same as for the MIML and MIMA
models.
Figure 4(a) compares the spatial distribution of zeroth
temporal moment (solute mass recovery) for different
solute transport models. It is evident that the solute mass
recovery decreases with travel distance for all the models. It
is observed that the value of zeroth temporal moment is
highest for MIMC model as compared to MIML and
MIMA model up to 400 cm travel distance. Solute mass
recovery for MIMC model decreases with travel distance
(up to 400 cm) at constant rate. However, at short travel
distances (up to 400 cm), solute mass recovery for MIMA
model decreases at mild slope as compared to MIMC and
MIML. At large travel distances (after 1000 cm), solute
mass recovery for MIMC model is lower than MIML and
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Table 1. Estimated parameters used for comparison of dispersion models.
Parameter

Value

D0 (MIMC)
Mass-transfer coefﬁcient, x (MIMC)
D0 (MIML)
KL (MIML)

Parameter

2

2.51 cm /min
3.12E-05 min-1
5.89 cm2/min
4500 min

Relative Concentration (C/C0)

1

400 cm

0.1
Experimental data
MIMC
MIML
MIMA

0.01

10

3

10

4

Time (min)

Figure 3. Simulation of experimental breakthrough curve of
chloride at 400 cm down-gradient distance for vm = 0.121 cm/min
using different dispersion models.

MIMA models due to single lumped value of dispersion
coefﬁcient for entire simulation period whereas for timedependent models (MIML, MIMA), dispersion coefﬁcient
changes with simulation time. Solute mass recovery is
observed to be lower for mobile–immobile model (MIMC,
MIML, and MIMA) as compared to advection-dispersion
model (ADEL, ADEA) as a result of mass transfer from
mobile to the immobile region within the porous media as
shown in ﬁgure 4 (a). Zeroth temporal moment for ADEL
and MIML models decreases with travel distance upto 400
cm at a uniform steep slope due to linear variation of
effective dispersion coefﬁcient with time. However, solute
mass recovery for ADEA and MIMA models decreases at
mild slope upto 400 cm travel distances. Further, spatial
variation of ﬁrst temporal moment (mean arrival time) of
solute for different solute transport models is shown in
ﬁgure 4(b). Linear variation of mean arrival time with
travel distance is observed upto 300 cm from inlet source
and asymptotic value is found at larger travel distance. The
magnitude and trend of mean arrival time approximately
remains the same for ADEL, ADEA, MIML and MIMA
models. The value of ﬁrst temporal moment is highest for
MIMC model during whole simulation period due to single
lumped value of dispersion coefﬁcient. It can be concluded
that MIMC simulates transport behavior for smaller distances or experimental duration, however, fails to represent
plume behavior at ﬁeld-scale condition.

D0 (MIMA)
KA (MIMA)
Mass-transfer coefﬁcient, x
(MIMA and MIML)

Value
4.51 cm2/min
200 min
2.12E-05 min-1

Figure 4(c) shows the spatial variation of second temporal moment for different solute transport models i.e.,
ADEL, ADEA, MIMC, MIML, and MIMA. The second
temporal moment increases with travel distance at faster
rate due to proximity to source point and attains a peak
value and then decreases non-uniformly at gradual slope
with travel distance for all the considered models. The
second temporal moment for MIML model is observed as
highest in comparison to other solute transport models
(ADEL, ADEA, MIMC and MIMA) which may be due to
linear dependency of dispersion function on simulation
time without any upper bound. At large travel distances
(after 1000 cm), second temporal moment becomes almost
same for all the time-dependent solute transport models
(i.e., ADEL, ADEA, MIML, and MIMA) and attains an
asymptotic value which represent the complete dilution of
source concentration. It is observed that the value of second
temporal moment is different for MIMC model as compared to time-dependent solute transport models which is
due to single lumped value of dispersion coefﬁcient for
entire simulation length and time. The peak value of second
temporal moment is higher for mobile–immobile models
(MIML and MIMA) than the advection-dispersion models
(ADEL and ADEA). It can be concluded that the physical
non-equilibrium transport behavior dominates the dispersion of solute in heterogeneous porous media.
Solute velocity and macrodispersion coefﬁcient can be
computed from the slope of ﬁrst temporal moment and
second temporal moment respectively as described in
equations (16) and (17). Figure 5(a) presents the computed
solute velocity in the porous media for different solute
transport models. Less variation in the computed solute
velocity (i.e., from 0.08 cm/min to 0.13 cm/min) is
observed up to 300 cm travel distance as shown in ﬁgure 5(a). It implies solute velocity remains constant and
solute mobility is not scale-dependent up to 300 cm travel
distance. Computed solute velocity is observed to be
highest for MIMC model in comparison to MIML and
MIMA model after 1200 cm which may be due to single
lumped value of dispersion coefﬁcient considered during
whole simulation length and time.
Variation of macrodispersion coefﬁcient for different
solute transport models is presented in ﬁgure 5(b). Macrodispersion coefﬁcient computed for MIMC model varies
linearly with travel distance which represents the effect of
constant dispersion function in simulation model. On the
other hand, non-linear variation of computed
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Figure 4. Effect of conceptual model on (a) zeroth, (b) ﬁrst, and (c) second temporal moment of solute concentration.

macrodispersion coefﬁcient is observed for all the timedependent dispersion-based models (ADEA, ADEL,
MIML, MIMA). It indicates that the magnitude of
macrodispersion coefﬁcient is scale-dependent and solute
transport behavior through heterogeneous porous media can
be better captured by time-dependent dispersion function.
In the next section, sensitivity analysis of transport
parameters is discussed which yield physical insight into
the behavior of solute transport through heterogeneous
porous media with time-dependent dispersion.

5.2 Sensitivity analysis of time-dependent
transport parameters
5.2a Effect of porewater velocity:Advection and dispersion
processes are majorly inﬂuenced by porewater velocity
within porous media. Therefore, in this section, inﬂuence of

porewater velocity on plume evolution is investigated using
temporal moments of solute concentration. Porewater
velocity (vm ) is varied as 0.10 cm/min, 0.20 cm/min, and
0.50 cm/min while keeping other transport parameters (x =
2.12E-05 min-1, KA = 200) ﬁxed. Figure 6(a) shows the
spatial variation of zeroth temporal moment of solute
concentration (M0 ) for different values of porewater
velocity (vm ). Solute mass recovery at particular location
increases with an increase in porewater velocity (vm ). This
may be due to the dominance of advection over dispersion
process due to which higher amount of solute mass is
recovered with an increase in porewater velocity. Solute
mass recovery varies inversely with travel distance and
slope of the proﬁle becomes ﬂatter with increasing porewater velocity (vm ).
Spatial variation of ﬁrst temporal moment of solute
concentration for different values of porewater velocity
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Figure 5. (a) Solute velocity and (b) macrodispersion coefﬁcient as a function of travel distance (cm) for different solute transport
model.

5.2b Effect of porosity of mobile region: The inﬂuence of
porosity of mobile region on plume behavior in heterogeneous porous media is studied using temporal moments of
solute concentration. hm is varied as 0.23, 0.33, and 0.43,
while other transport parameters are kept ﬁxed to their
respective values. Figure 7(a) shows the spatial variation of
zeroth temporal moment of solute concentration (M0 ) for
different values of porosity of mobile region. As porewater
velocity ðvm ¼ q=hm Þ is inversely related to porosity of
mobile region, so increase in hm value leads to decrease in
porewater velocity. Therefore, solute mass recovery at
particular location decreases with an increase in porosity of
mobile region (hm Þ. Spatial variation of ﬁrst temporal
moment for different values of porosity of mobile region is
shown in ﬁgure 7(b). It is observed that the ﬁrst temporal
moment increases linearly with travel distance and slope of
the proﬁle become steeper with an increase in porosity of
mobile region. It is observed that the average residence
time of solute increases with an increase in porosity of
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(vm ) is shown in ﬁgure 6(b). It is observed that the average
residence time of solute decreases with an increase in
porewater velocity (vm ). Since solute is advected forward
with higher porewater velocity and remain in the porous
system for lesser duration which cause lower value of ﬁrst
temporal moment at higher porewater velocity. First temporal moment increases linearly with travel distance and
slope of the proﬁle decreases with increasing porewater
velocity. Variation of second temporal moment of solute
concentration (M0 ) with travel distance for different values
of porewater velocity (vm ) is shown in ﬁgure 6(c). Nonlinear variation of second temporal moment with travel
distance is observed at lower porewater velocity
(vm ¼ 0:10 cm=min). While, second temporal moment
varies linearly with travel distance at higher pore water
velocity. Since, dominance of dispersion over advection
decreases with an increase in porewater velocity. Due to
this, dispersion varies gradually and cause non-uniform
variation of second temporal moment.
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Figure 7. Effect of porosity of mobile region on (a) zeroth, (b) ﬁrst, and (c) second temporal moment of solute concentration.

mobile region (hm ). This may be caused due to the decrease
in porewater velocity and thus, increase in pore water area.
As these factors slow down the dilution of plume by dispersion processes and solute remain in the porous system
for longer time, which lead to increase in average residence
time of solute. Figure7(c) shows the spatial distribution of
second temporal moment of solute concentration (M0 ) for
different values of porosity of mobile region (hm ). Second
temporal moment is found as non-linearly varying with
travel distance and the slope of the proﬁle increases with
the travel distance and ﬁnally, approaches zero value at
later distances. Also, direct dependency of second temporal
moment upon porosity of mobile region (hm ) is observed.
5.2c Effect of mass-transfer coefﬁcient: Anomalous transport behavior of solute in saturated porous media is related
to physical and chemical partitioning. Physical partitioning
(non-equilibrium) behavior appeared due to hydraulic
coupling between different porous media layers having
different hydraulic conductivities. Mathematically, mass
transfer coefﬁcient represents diffusive mass ﬂux transfer in
such type of porous systems (i.e., stratiﬁed porous media in
which one layer behaves as sink/source component). For
non-reactive solute, mass-transfer coefﬁcient plays major
role in anomalous transport behavior through heterogenous
porous media. Therefore, in this section, effect of masstransfer coefﬁcient on plume evolution is analyzed using
temporal moments of solute concentration. Mass transfer
coefﬁcient (x) is varied from 2.12E-06 min-1 to 2.12E-04
min-1 as diffusion coefﬁcient of several solutes vary over
wide range. Zeroth temporal moment decreases with an
increase in mass transfer coefﬁcient (x) as shown in ﬁgure 8(a). It shows that an increase in the value of mass
transfer coefﬁcient (x) decreases the solute concentration
in the mobile region. Therefore, less solute mass is recovered at higher mass transfer coefﬁcient (x). It is observed
that for lower value of mass-transfer coefﬁcient (x), less
spatial variation of zeroth temporal moment occurred.
However, for higher value of x, large variation of zeroth
temporal moment is observed along longitudinal distance.
It may be due to large amount of solute mass transfer
between mobile and immobile regions.

Spatial variation of ﬁrst temporal moment (mean residence time) for different values of mass transfer coefﬁcient
(x) is shown in ﬁgure 8(b). First temporal moment
increases linearly with travel distance at lower values of
mass-transfer coefﬁcient (x ¼ 2:12  106 min1 ), while
non-linear variation with travel distance is observed at
higher
value
of
mass-transfer
coefﬁcient
(x ¼ 2:12  104 min1 ). Due to large amount of solute
mass transfer from mobile to immobile region at higher
mass-transfer coefﬁcient (x ¼ 2:12  104 min1 ), solute
mass remains in the porous system for longer duration, and
after source removal/isolation, stored mass in immobile
regions transfer back to mobile region, causes enhancement
of the residence time of solute within the porous media.
Similarly, an increase in the ﬁrst temporal moment is
observed with an increase in mass-transfer coefﬁcient.
Figure 8(c) shows the spatial distribution of second
temporal moment for different values of mass-transfer
coefﬁcient (x). Second temporal moment increases nonuniformly with travel distance at higher value of masstransfer coefﬁcient (x ¼ 2:12  104 min1 ). While, slope
of second temporal moment and travel distance is mild at
lower
values
of
mass-transfer
coefﬁcient
(x ¼ 2:12  106 min1 ). Due to large solute mass difference between mobile and immobile regions, solute mass
may be eluded from immobile region at later travel time
and travel distance which cause non-linear variation of
second temporal moment at higher mass transfer
coefﬁcient.
5.2d Effect of time-dependent dispersion coefﬁcients D0
and KA of MIMA dispersion model: The inﬂuence of
asymptotic time-dependent dispersion parameters on plume
behavior is studied using temporal moments. Following
input parameters are used in the simulation to study the
inﬂuence of dispersion coefﬁcient: mass transfer coefﬁcient
(x) = 2.12E-05 min-1, L = 400 cm, KA = 200, total simulation time = 10080 minutes, pulse duration of 2880
minutes, and D0 value is varied from 1 cm2/min to 10 cm2/
min. Figure 9(a) shows the spatial variation of zeroth
temporal moment (M0 ) for different values of dispersion
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Figure 8. Effect of mass-transfer coefﬁcient on (a) zeroth, (b) ﬁrst, and (c) second temporal moment of solute concentration.

coefﬁcient (D0 ) of MIMA model. Solute mass recovery is
lowest at 400 cm down-gradient distance due to location of
point away from inlet source point. Zeroth temporal
moment varies inversely with dispersion coefﬁcient (D0 ) of
MIMA model. It indicates that an increase in the value of
dispersion coefﬁcient (D0 ) reduces the solute mass in the
mobile region. Spatial variation of mean residence time for
different values of dispersion coefﬁcient (D0 ) of MIMA
model is shown in ﬁgure 9 (b). The value of ﬁrst temporal
moment varies linearly for short travel distances, while
non-linear variation is observed for larger travel distances.
It is observed that mean residence time behaves independent of the dispersion coefﬁcient (D0 ) at short travel distances near to source. However, at later travel distances
away from source, ﬁrst temporal moment is lower for
higher value of dispersion coefﬁcient (D0 ). This may be due

to early appearance (breakthrough) of solute particles
because of higher effective dispersion value. Figure 9(c)
shows the spatial variation of second temporal moment for
different values of dispersion coefﬁcient (D0 ) of MIMA
model. The peak value of second temporal moment is
highest for largest value of dispersion coefﬁcient
(D0 ¼ 10 cm2 =min). It is also observed that the second
temporal moment varies non-linearly with travel distance
and the slope of the proﬁle become ﬂatter as the distance
from the source increases and ﬁnally it reaches to zero
value.
Furthermore, effect of mean travel time (KA ) of MIMA
dispersion model on plume behavior is investigated using
temporal moments by varying KA from 0 min to 200 min.
Figure 9(d) shows the spatial distribution of zeroth temporal moment (M0 ) with KA for MIMA model. The value of
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b Figure 10. Effect of time-dependent dispersion coefﬁcients D0

(a, b, and c) and KL (d, e, and f) of MIML dispersion model on
plume evolution: (a and d) zeroth moment of solute concentration;
(b and e) ﬁrst moment of solute concentration; (c and f) second
moment of solute concentration.

effective dispersion is higher for a smaller value of KA .
Therefore, overall dispersion value is higher for KA = 0 in
comparison to KA = 200. At higher KA value, magnitude of
effective dispersion is less, which cause less spreading of
solute. Due to this, more amount of solute mass is advected
forward which further leads to less solute mass recovery at
particular location with an increase in KA value. Zeroth
temporal moment varies inversely with travel distance as
observed from ﬁgure 9(d). Spatial variation of ﬁrst temporal moment for different values of KA of MIMA model is
shown in ﬁgure 9(e). First temporal moment is not significantly affected by the time-dependent dispersion coefﬁcient (KA ) of MIMA dispersion model. Figure 9(f) shows
the spatial variation of second temporal moment with different values of KA of MIMA model. The peak value of the
second temporal moment is highest for a smaller value of
time-dependent dispersion coefﬁcient (KA ). It is observed
that the variance of average residence time is consistently
lower for the higher value of time-dependent dispersion
coefﬁcient (KA ). Non-linear variation of second temporal
moment with travel distance is also observed. Slope of the
proﬁle increases with travel distance and ﬁnally approaches
to asymptotic value (at the end of 350 cm as shown in
ﬁgure 9(f)).
5.2e Effect of time-dependent dispersion coefﬁcients D0 and
KL of MIML dispersion model: Inﬂuence of linear timedependent dispersion parameters (D0 and KL ) on plume
evolution is analyzed using zeroth, ﬁrst, and second temporal moments. Following input parameters are used in the
simulation to study the inﬂuence of dispersion coefﬁcient:
mass transfer coefﬁcient (x) = 2.12E-05 min-1, L= 400 cm,
KL ¼4500, maximum simulation time = 10080 minutes,
pulse duration of 2880 minutes, and D0 value is varied from
1 to 10 cm2/min.
Figure 10(a) presents the spatial variation of zeroth
temporal moment (M0 ) for different values of dispersion
coefﬁcient (D0 ) of MIML model. It is observed that the
solute mass recovery decreases with an increase in dispersion coefﬁcient (D0 ). It shows that an increase in the value
of dispersion coefﬁcient (D0 ) of MIML model reduces
solute mass in the mobile region. It is also observed that the
slope of proﬁle becomes steeper with an increase in dispersion coefﬁcient (D0 ) of MIML model. This may be due
to linear variation of effective dispersion coefﬁcient without any upper bound limit for MIML model. The value of
ﬁrst temporal moment is highest for smallest value of dispersion coefﬁcient (D0 ¼ 1 cm2 =min) at large travel distances as shown in ﬁgure 10(b). It is also observed that the
ﬁrst temporal moment is not signiﬁcantly affected by dispersion coefﬁcient (D0 ) of MIML model. Figure 10(c)
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shows the spatial distribution of second temporal moment
for different values of dispersion coefﬁcient (D0 ) of MIML
dispersion model. Non-linear variation of second temporal
moment with travel distance is observed. The peak of the
second temporal moment is highest for a largest value of
dispersion coefﬁcient (D0 ¼ 10 cm2 =min). The decrease in
second temporal moment at longer travel distances may be
due to the removal/ isolation of source from inlet of the
porous media system at later travel time. Further, mean
travel time (KL ) of MIML model is varied from 500 minutes to 5000 minutes, while keeping other parameters (x =
2.12E-05 min-1, D0 = 5.89 cm2/min) ﬁxed to investigate
the impact of KL on transport behavior.
Figure 10(d) shows the spatial variation of zeroth temporal moment (M0 ) with KL of MIML model. Solute mass
recovery varies inversely with travel distance and slope of
the proﬁle becomes ﬂatter with increasing KL value. Signiﬁcant variation in zeroth temporal moment is observed
with change in mean travel time (KL ) of MIML model.
Solute mass recovery at particular location increases with
an increase in KL value. This may be due to lower effective
dispersion value which cause less spreading/ dilution of the
solute plume. Spatial variation of ﬁrst temporal moment for
different values of time-dependent dispersion coefﬁcient
(KL ) of MIML model is shown in ﬁgure 10(e). It is
observed that the average residence time remains the same
during very short travel distances (near the inlet solute
source), irrespective of the KL value. It increases with an
increase in the value of mean travel time (KL ). It is
observed that the slope of the proﬁle becomes steeper with
increasing mean travel time (KL ). Figure 10(f) shows the
spatial variation of second temporal moment with timedependent dispersion coefﬁcient (KL ) of MIML dispersion
model. Second temporal moment varies non-linearly with
travel distance and the slope of the proﬁle decreases as the
distance from the source increases and ﬁnally approaches to
asymptotic value.

6. Conclusions
In this study, temporal moments of solute concentrations
are computed numerically to analyze the inﬂuence of timedependent dispersion function on solute plume evolution
behavior in heterogeneous porous media. Major ﬁndings
are summarized as follows.
1. The moment analysis provided a detailed understanding
about plume behavior within heterogeneous porous
media which BTCs fall short to describe. Effectiveness
of MIMA model over MIMC and MIML to simulate
transport behavior at ﬁeld-scale conditions is revealed
from temporal moment analysis.
2. Mean arrival time of solute is independent of the timedependent dispersion coefﬁcient (D0 ), as the value of
mean arrival time is marginally same for all the
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considered solute transport models (i.e., ADEL, ADEA,
MIML, and MIMA). However, second temporal moment
is dependent upon dispersion function and modelling
approach.
3. Computed macro dispersion coefﬁcient is observed as
varying non-uniformly with travel distance for all the
time-dependent dispersion models which further indicates that the spreading of solute within heterogeneous
porous media is scale dependent.
4. It is observed that the ﬁrst and second temporal moments
are less sensitive to asymptotic time-dependent dispersion coefﬁcient ðKA Þ as compared to other transport
parameters such as KL ; D0 ; vm ; hm ; x.
Several observations have been made related to solute
mass recovery, mean arrival time and spreading of BTC on
the basis of numerical simulations. These observations may
not be true for other solute transport models involving
several complex processes. However, relative impact of the
time-dependent dispersion function on transport behavior
may be obtained from this study. In future study, effect of
speciﬁc discharge can be investigated by coupling transient
ﬂow equation with solute transport equations.
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List of symbols
C0
Injected concentration of solute source, (M/L3)
Solute concentration in the mobile region at
Cm
any time t, (M/L3)
Solute concentration in the immobile region at
Cim
any time t, (M/L3)
DðtÞ
Time-dependent hydrodynamic dispersion
coefﬁcient along the ﬂow velocity, (L2/T)
Maximum or uniform dispersion coefﬁcient,
D0
(L2/T)
Dm
Effective diffusion coefﬁcient, (L2/T)
Dmacro ð xÞ Macro-dispersion coefﬁcient calculated using
second temporal moment
f
Fraction of sorption sites that equilibrate
instantly with the mobile regions
KA
Asymptotic time-dependent dispersion
coefﬁcient, (T)
Distribution coefﬁcient of the linear sorption
Kdm
process in the mobile region, (L3/M)
Distribution coefﬁcient of the linear sorption
Kdim
process in the immobile region, (L3/M)
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KL
M0
M1
M2
Mn
llm
llim
lsm
lsim
l1
l2
ln
x
q
qb
t
tp
T1 ð x Þ
T2 ð x Þ
hm
him
h
vm
V ð xÞ
x

Linear time-dependent dispersion coefﬁcient,
(T)
Zeroth absolute temporal moment
First absolute temporal moment
Second absolute temporal moment
nth absolute temporal moment
First-order transformation coefﬁcient for
solution phase in the mobile region, (T-1)
First-order transformation coefﬁcient for
solution phase in the immobile region, (T-1)
First-order transformation coefﬁcient for
sorbed phase in the mobile region, (T-1)
First-order transformation coefﬁcient for
sorbed phase in the immobile region, (T-1)
First normalized temporal moment
Second normalized temporal moment
nth order normalized temporal moment
First order mass transfer coefﬁcient (T-1)
Flow rate, (L/T)
Bulk density of the porous medium, (M/L3)
Total simulation time, (T)
Pulse duration, (T)
First temporal moment
Second central temporal moment
Volumetric water content of the mobile region
Volumetric water content of the immobile
region
Total volumetric water content of the porous
media
Mobile pore water velocity, (L/T)
Solute velocity calculated using ﬁrst temporal
moment
Spatial coordinate taken in the direction of the
ﬂuid ﬂow, (L)

Abbreviations
ADE
Advection dispersion equation
ADEA Advection-dispersion model with asymptotic
time-dependent dispersion
ADEL Advection-dispersion model with linear timedependent dispersion
MIM
Mobile–immobile model
MIMA Mobile–immobile model with asymptotic timedependent dispersion function
MIMC Mobile–immobile model with constant dispersion
function
MIML Mobile–immobile model with linear timedependent dispersion function
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